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Several techniques to form artifical high critical current density superconducting Nb-Ti
nanostructureshave been reported.A drawback to virtually all of these techniquesis that they
requirefabrication strainsof 30 or more to reducethe secondphasepinning centerto the optimum
l-10 MI size at which critical current densitiesof 103-lo4 A/mm2 are obtained.Here we describe
a powder metallurgyprocessthat yields 6020A/mm’ at 2 T and 1470A/mm2 at 5 T for an alloy with
an upper critical field of -8 T within the samestrain space(-13) employedin the conventional
Nb-Ti fabrication process.

aaditional Nb-Ti superconductorscan reachcritical current density (J,) values at 5 T, 4.2 K of about 3000-3500
A/mm2 when the optimized microstructure contains -20
~01% cr-Ti drawn into ribbons l-2 run thick. The J, increaseslinearly with ~01% (Y-T&’and no maximum has yet
beenfound. However, the thermodynamicsof the systemappear to limit the amount of a-Ti to -20 vol % in the high
upper critical field (H,,) Nb-47 wt %Ti alloy. In order to
opercomethis volume percentlimit for Nb-47 wt %Ti, several investigators2-9have introducedthe secondphaseartificially [thus theseconductorsare describedas artificial pinning center @EC) conductors]. In the majority of these
conductors,handling considerationsrequire that the second
phasebe millimeters in diameterat assembly.Unfortunately,
this means that the composite requires very large strains
(>30) in order to reducethe secondphaseto a size comparable to the -5 nm coherencelength (8. This makes such
conductorsmore difficult to fabricate than conventionalconductors for which an extrusion billet diameter of 250-300
mm and a final wire diameterof -0.75 mm dictates a total
compositefabrication strain of order 12. However, if the initial size of the secondphasecan be reducedto tens of microns, then the strain for an APC conductor is also only on
the order of 12. Restrictingthe fabricationstrain to this order
has important benefits for conductor yield and fabricability.
We report here on a powder metallurgy (PM) processwhich
fulfills this fabrication goal.”
Some of the advantagesof the processare demonstrated
by the fabrication of a compositecontaining approximately
twice the quantity of pinning center which is possible in the
conventional process,in this case 40 vol %Nb in a Nb-47
wt %Ti matrix. The Nb powder (45-75 ,um diameter) and
Nb-47 wt %Ti powder (45-150 pm diameter)were blended
and cold isostatically pressedat 50 ksi into a round billet
weighing 200 g. This greenbillet was wrappedin Nb foil and
sinteredin evacuatedquartz for 3 h at 1175“C, followed by
an air cool. The sinteredbillet was swagedfrom 15 to 13.7
mm diameter using about 20% reduction in area per pass,
after which it was machinedto 12.6 mm diameter and cut
into four pieces,eachabout50 mm long. One of thesepieces
was canned in copper and warm hydrostatically extruded
from 15.9 (E=O) to 5.1 mm diameter.The copper was then

dissolved from the core prior to a second heat treatment
identical to the first. The primary purposeof the secondheat
treatment was to dissolve hard impurity particles which
causedwire breaksat later stages(seelater discussionof Fig.
3). The heat-treatedrod was resheathedin copperand drawn
into a hexagonalcrosssection, 1.14 mm diameterflat to flat.
91 pieces50 mm long were stackedinto anothercoppercan
and extruded as above to fabricate a multifilament billet,
which was then drawn to wires as small as 0.2 mm diameter
(e= 14).
Refinementof the Nb pinning centermicrostructurewas
followed by scanningelectron microscopy (SEM) backscatter imaging for strains up to 9.4. Transmissionelectron microscopy (TEM) was performedon transversesectionsfrom
strains of -10-13. Filament cross-sectionaluniformity was
evaluatedusing the methodsof High et aZ.r’on the multiiilament compositefrom extrusion size through final wire size
(e-7-14). Vickers hardnesswas usedto follow mechanical
strength developmentin the Nb-Ti. Critical current density
was determinedusing the standardfour-point probe method
on -60~cm-long sampleswith voltage taps33 cm apart.The
resistive transition index y1was derived from the voltagecurrent characteristics (V~P). -A resistivity criterion of
1X lo-l4 fZ m was used to determine I,. The niobiumtitanium areawas determinedby a weigh and etch technique,
and the Nb pinning centerswere included in the superconducting area.
Figure 1 shows how the Nb pins changeshapeand size
over the strain range of 2.3-5.3. The Nb particles soon develop a ribbon morphology typical of a wire-drawn bodycenteredcubic meta1.12’r3
The averageNb thicknessranged
from 12 ,um (e=2.3) after extrusion to 1.5 ,um (~=5.3),
while the filament hardnessrose from about 195 kg/mm2
(e=2.3) to about 225 kg/mm’ (~5.3). Upon restacking,extruding, and drawing, the Nb ribbons further thinnedto l-l.0
nm (Fig. 2), a thicknesstypical of a-Ti ribbons in optimized
conventional Nb-Ti.r4 This microstructural refinement was
accomplishedwith strainsof 12-13, thus demonstratingthat
nanometerscale pins are possible in restricted strain space
with the PM APC process.
Wires were testedat diametersof 0.76-0.2 mm (E-ll14), as shown in Fig. 3, J, increasedwith strain up to a
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maximum at ~-12.6. This correspondsto Nb ribbons of a
few nanometersin thickness(Fig. 2) which is of the order of
5.
The testing was not without difficulties, due to the high
critical currents of the larger wire sizes (>300 A at low
fields) and the presenceof some composite defects, which
are indicatedby the rapid decline of the resistive transition
index (n) with increasing strain. n declined from the high
value of -50 at E-11.5 to -10 at E-13. The lower values
are characteristic of heavily sausagedfilaments or other
forms of filament damage. In this case the coefficient of
variation (COV) of the filament cross sectionwas small, remaining -0.06 through final size (which is similar to good
quality SSC composites15).
However,seriousfilament breaks
associatedwith impurity Zr particleswere seen.The number
of broken filaments increasedsubstantially as the strain increasedand correlatedwith the decline in n values.An examinationof additional cross sectionsof the peak J, wire
also revealed broken filaments, although the majority of
cross sectionsshowed no defects, consistentwith the small
COV values measured.Thus, the peak in J, vs strain is due
to a balance between continued microstructural refinement
which tends to increaseJ, and increasingfilament breakage
which tendsto reducethe effective superconductorcrosssection. Thesebreaksand the very high currentsof someof the
2 T data points in Fig. 3 explain the much greaterscatterof
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FIG. 1. SEM backscatter electron micrographs showing the typical structure
observed in the Nb-Ti filament from post-extrusion (-2.3) through hexagonal filament stacking size (~5.3).
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FIG. 3. J, at 2 and 4 T and n values at 4 T vs strain. No line is drawn for
the 2 T data because the two arrowed points quenched erratically below the
trueJ,.

the 2 T, as comparedto the 4 T J, data points.
An additional factor compromisesthe high field J, when
this compositeis comparedto optimized Nb-47 wt %Ti. This
is the significantly reducedH,, of the APC composite,about
7.5 T from the linear extrapolationin Fig. 4, as comparedto
-10.7-11 T for Nb-47 wt %Ti. This is a consequenceof the
overall compositionof the wire (60 vol %Nb-47 wt %Ti +40
vol %Nb) being Nb-24 wt %Ti, which is too Nb-rich for
maximum H,,. Given the filament breaks noted above and
this reducedHc2, the attainmentof 2500A/mm’ at 4 T (-0.5
H,,) compares very well to maximum values of -3000
A/mm’ at 5.5 T (-0.5 H,,) in Nb-47 wt %Ti.14,15
In conclusion,we have demonstrateda new way of fabricating APC composites which develops high J, values
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FIG. 2. TEM micrograph showing the pronounced ribbon morphology of
the Nb observed at peak J, size (E= 12.6).
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FIG. 4. Flux pinning curve showing the performance at peak J, size (E
-12.6). Note that F, falls linearly to near zero at about 7.5 T, rather than the
expected 11 T value of the Nb-47 wt %Ti matrix. This is a consequence of
proximity-induced coupling of the matrix and Nh pins.
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from a microstructure which contains substantially more pinning center (-40 ~01%) than can be produced by conventional thermal and mechanical processing (-20 ~01%). The
strain spaceto produce the nanometerscaleflux pinning centers is no larger than for the conventional process.Optimization of the matrix Nb-Ti composition so as to produce an
overall composition having optimum H,, should yield significantly higher J, values, as should avojdance of impurity
contamination in the starting powder.
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